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 Just like the world around us, the 
professional workspaces are changing fast. 
And luckily, it’s for the better. This gives us 
the opportunity to help create inspiring, flexi-
ble, sustainable and people-centric spaces all 
over the world – to make the workday more 
inspiring, fun and productive. 

 Together Steelcase and Bolia are on 
a global journey to transform office land-
scapes into creative, inspiring places. Unfold 
the Steelcase x Bolia collection here and 
explore the beautiful universe built on simpli-
city, muted colours and inspired by the vivid 
scenic and wild Scandinavian nature.
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Breathe in, breathe out. It’s time to reconnect, 
to slow down, to take it all in and let it all go.
 When the world seems to spin faster 
by the hour… We are drawn to all things slow. 
We are looking for calm, self-indulgent and 
mindful experiences and seeking the luxury of 
silent retreats, natural materials and inspiring 
surroundings. We have an increasing desire to 
seek silence, switch off, to reload and come 
back with revitalised creativity to the busy 
but wonderful every day. 
 As cities sprawl and lives become 
busier, opportunities to explore green breath-
ing spaces are becoming few and far between 
– but we are all finding new ways to re-con-
nect to nature. It’s time to bring sustainability, 

A change to
something

better

natural materials, calmness and brightness 
into our homes, our workspaces and our lives. 
 That is why our new collection is 
inspired by the vivid nature that surrounds 
us with soothing earth-toned colors, crafted 
details and natural material. All designed to 
create calm, luxurious and beautiful spaces. 
We love making sustainability the starting 
point of every new design. All the way from 
the first sketches to the final product, our 
designers are making sustainable decisions. 
 But what we all believe matters the 
most is creating beautiful designs that are 
built to last for many years. 
 It´s time to change to something 
better. Much better.
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Palm Center Base Chair with Armrest in Baize, Sand. Designed by Says Who.
Alp Table & Bench. Designed by Ramos Bassols.

Piper Lounge Pendant 5-arms. Designed by 365° North.
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Palm Center Base Chair in Baize, Sand. Designed by Says Who.
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Alp Table. Designed by Ramos Bassols.



Alp Bench. Designed by Ramos Bassols.



What if, just for a brief moment, time stood 
still? If you could find a quiet sanctuary for 
making mindful choices shielded from the 
humdrum of the world. If you could wander 
around beautiful inspiration and reconnect 
with the tranquillity of nature?
 Welcome to a world of design. A 
world inspired by the vivid Scandinavian na-
ture inviting you to slow down and experience 
beautiful designs - all crafted, tailored and 
perfected by hand. 
 Every Bolia space is a calming little 
sanctuary. So just come on in and feel free to 
close the door to the fast-paced world behind 
you. Nature serves as main source of inspi-
ration, and we’re continually creating small 
breathing spaces and green sceneries that 

A World
of

Design

foster creativity, calmness and serenity. All in 
small beautiful hubs that we call stores. We 
invite you to explore, discover and experience 
our world of design for yourself in your own 
pace, in your own city. Each Bolia space is a 
subtle homage to the culture, the origin of the 
building and the beautiful surroundings they 
live in. And every city has a story to tell.
With muted colours, soft textures and nature’s 
honest materials serving as the backdrop of 
our universe, you are invited to take a stroll in 
our green milieus and settle down with a cup 
of freshly brewed organic coffee. Seek silence 
and bring your natural habitat to a peaceful 
stand-still. At least for a moment.
 Welcome to our small, peaceful 
corner of the world. Welcome to Bolia. 
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Cosima Modular Sofa in London, Grey Brown. Designed by kaschkasch.
Como Coffee Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger. 
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When ideas are shared and creativity flows, 
inspiration arises. Inspiration you haven’t 
thought of. Inspiration that maybe, just may-
be, creates new values and ideas that might 
even change the way you think and feel.
 We believe that creativity thrives 
on diversity, curiosity, sharing and collabo-
ration. For many years we have worked with 
inspiring souls within art, music, gastronomy, 
fashion, culture and everything in between. 
Luckily, new collaborations continue to evoke 
and evolve as we meet new inspiring people 
along our journey. 
 Collaborations come in many forms 
and shapes. For example, we’re on a great 
journey with the likeminded craftsmen from 
La Cabra Coffee. Brilliant coffee roasters 
that share our passion and mindset. They are 
creating artisanal coffee, and much like us, 
they’re refining, evolving and innovating until 

Creative
collabs

the result is nothing but perfect. So, for the 
love of coffee, come by our stores and enjoy 
a slow, mindful wander around inspiration - 
hand in hand with a cup of freshly brewed 
organic coffee. 
Curiosity, diversity and creativity are always 
the starting point for collaborations and we 
have explored creativity and produced music 
videos together with the multi-talented artist 
and composer Oh Land. We have supported 
upcoming artists through collaboration with 
HEIMA art refuge in Iceland, and we have 
even climbed Mount Everest with Danish 
mountaineer Jakob Urth, to see the world 
from a fresh new perspective.   
 We hope you’ll feel the same inspi-
ration. And maybe, just maybe, you’ll get new 
ideas that might even change the way you 
think and feel.
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Scandinavia Remix Sofa in Ascot, Light Grey*. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
Zyl Pouf in Qual, Sand. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.

 Grape Floor Lamp. Designed by Morten & Jonas.

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.
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Yacht Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
Tune Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.



Tune Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.
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C3 Chair in Qual, Light Grey Melange. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
New Mood Round Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen.



Recover Modular Sofa in Ocean, Grey*. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
Como Coffee Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.

Zyl Pouf. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.
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Alp Table & Bench. Designed by Ramos Bassols. 
Facet Barstool. Designed by Allan Nøddebo.

 Bureau Table Lamp. Designed by Benny Frandsen.
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Cloud Sofa, Armchair & Pouf in Baize, Grey. Designed by Yonoh Creative Studio.
Pod Coffee Table. Designed by Busetti Garuti Redaelli. 
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C3 Chair in Gaja C2C, Light Brown. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
Graceful Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen.
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Alp Bench. Designed by Ramos Bassols. 
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Scandinavia Remix Sofa in Linea, Beige*. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger. 

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.



We all strive to get the most out of our lives, 
so we are aware of how we can optimise our 
mind, our body, our health and our well-being. 
All by prioritising the food we eat, the choices 
we make, the people we meet, the things we 
buy and the surroundings where we live and 
work. 
 That is why our designs are shaped 
by honest, sustainable and natural materials. 
Each design is built to last a lifetime and each 
detail is thought-out, tried, tested and is a 
result of months, and maybe years, of hard 
work. Every component serves a greater pur-
pose and is born with a sustainable outset to 
ensure longevity and incredibleness. 
 We work tirelessly towards design-
ing and manufacturing quality that lasts for 
generations – every time we create a new de-
sign. And packaging, care products, change-
able parts and final product recycling are all 
aspects we bring to life towards extending 
the lifetime of each product. 

Longevity

 The quality of the materials is essen-
tial. We only use the finest and most honest 
materials we can find. And our furniture 
pieces are made to order. Crafted by some of 
Europe’s finest manufacturers, and many de-
signs are rigorously GS tested in collaboration 
with Bureau Veritas in Germany, the world’s 
leading quality certification agency. We’re 
proud that our designs are being tested  
to the world’s highest quality standards, as 
well as TSCA compliant. We love that most 
of our wood is FSC™ certified, that all our 
leathers are traceable, and that all our fabrics 
are certified according to STANDARD 100 by 
OEKO-TEX®. And every single design in our 
collection comes with a 5 year warranty.
 Quality is one thing. Timeless design 
is another. Walking hand in hand, those are 
our main purposes. We don’t follow fast 
trends. We aim to design so you can keep it, 
because we always value timeless over trendy.
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Soul Lounge Chair. Designed by Hertel & Klarhoefer. 



Soul Lounge Chair. Designed by Hertel & Klarhoefer. 



Apelle Chair. Designed by Busetti Garuti Redaelli. 



Apelle Chair. Designed by Busetti Garuti Redaelli. 
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Caisa Modular Sofa in Gaja C2C, Light Grey. Designed by BÖTTCHER & KAYSER.
Como Coffee Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger. 
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Orlando Outdoor Modular Sofa & Pouf in Leaf, Dark Grey. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
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Orlando Outdoor Modular Sofa in Leaf, Light Grey. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
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Paste Sofa in Qual, Light Grey. Designed by BÖTTCHER & KAYSER.
Tuk Coffee Table. Designed by Büro Famos. 

Grape Floor Lamp. Designed by Morten & Jonas. 
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Hannah Sofa in Ritz, Camel. Designed by Bolia Design Team.
Cosh High Back Armchair & Footstool in Ascot, Light Grey*. Designed by Kateryna Sokolova.

New Mood Coffee Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen. 

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.
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Graceful Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen. 
Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.

Balloon Pendant. Designed by Meike Harde.
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Apelle Chair. Designed by Busetti Garuti Redaelli.
Yacht Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
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Apelle Chair. Designed by Busetti Garuti Redaelli. 
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Scandinavia Remix Sofa in Linea, Beige*. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
 Scandinavia Armchair & Footstool in Ritz, Beige. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.

Mix Coffee Table. Designed by Studio Gud.
Orb Lamp Series. Designed by 365° North.

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.
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New Mood Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen.
Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.

Orb Lamp Series. Designed by 365° North. 



New Mood Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen.
Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.

Orb Solitaire Pendant. Designed by 365° North. 
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Caisa Modular Sofa & Pouf in London, Brown. Designed by BÖTTCHER & KAYSER.
Como Coffee Table. Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger.
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Cosima Modular Sofa. Designed by kaschkasch.

Imagine your own silent retreat. Your safe-
haven. Your sanctuary. A place and a space 
where you can slow down, unwind and recon-
nect with nature. 
 When life pulls us frantically forward 
and the world seems to spin faster by the 
hour, we are drawn to all things slow. We are 
looking for calm, beautiful and mindful spaces 
and seeking the luxury of silent retreats.
 We live to create inspiring spaces, 
but creating a tranquil home goes beyond 
design aesthetics. It’s about colours, textures, 
nature and individuality. And for us, nature is 
the biggest source of inspiration. That’s why 
we unfold nature’s potential by digging deep 
and creating small curated breathing spaces 
that foster naturality and tranquillity. And we 
believe that indoor greeneries and sceneries 
can help create balance and calmness, and 

Creating
inspiring

Spaces

help you recharge from the busy but wonder-
ful everyday life. 
 With an attraction to the calming 
and honest beauty of nature we invite tex-
tures and pieces made from natural mate-
rials inside to create a serene and sensible 
atmosphere. And nothing quite brings clarity 
to a space like a stroke of natural materials, 
tactile surfaces and bright colours. We invite 
you to discover and create your own mindful, 
peaceful sanctuary. 
 We wish to guide you through our 
tailor-made universe of Scandinavian design, 
so you can touch, feel and shape the living or 
working space of your dreams.
 All by offering mindful choices, 
curated moods and a space and place to 
slow down, to unwind and to reconnect with 
nature.
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Cosima Modular Sofa in Linea, Rosa*. Designed by kaschkasch.

*The fabric is not a part of the Steelcase Collection.
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Alp Table & Bench. Designed by Ramos Bassols.
Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.

Grape Pendant. Designed by Morten & Jonas. 
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Graceful Table. Designed by Michael H. Nielsen.
Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.

Grape Pendant. Designed by Morten & Jonas.
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Swing Chair. Designed by Henrik S. Thomsen.



Lomi Sofa & Pouf in Novel, Camel*. Designed by Meike Harde.
Soul Lounge Chair. Designed by Hertel & Klarhoefer.

Orb Floor Lamp. Designed by 365° North.  

*The fabric is only a part of the Steelcase NA & APAC Collection. It is not a part of the Steelcase EMEA Collection.
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Inspired by the vivid nature that surrounds us, 
our designs come to life. 
 From the peaceful flatlands and 
the wild mountains, to the green, refreshing 
beech forests and the subtle earth-toned 
fields of waving reed. From the warm summer 
nights and the bright cold winters to the 
windswept autumn days to the first rays of 
sun during spring. 
 Honest and sustainable materials, 
all crafted, tailored and perfected by hand 
and turned into beautiful timeless designs. 
Thought-through details and long-lasting 
quality wrapped in a peaceful universe of soft 
and welcoming earth-toned colours. All de-
signed to create calm, luxurious and beautiful 
spaces. 
 We always invite new ideas and 
perspectives on Scandinavian design in and 
collaborate with a brilliant stable of world-re-
nowned designers from all corners of the 
world. From established design studios to 
upcoming, vibrant talents, and what we all 

New
Scandinavian

Design

believe matters the most, is creating beautiful 
designs that are built to last and to love for 
many years. Because walking hand in hand 
with nature, sustainability is the natural start-
ing point of every new design – all the way 
from the first sketches to the final product.
With a soothing backdrop, we wish to create 
the opportunity for you to slow down and re-
wind. That is why our materials are clean and 
sustainable, and our fabrics are comfortably 
soft and inviting. 
 Curated in themes and moods that 
encapsulate and honour that special ambi-
ence of Scandinavia, our designs are built 
on emotional and aesthetic principles like 
simplicity, openness, serenity and honesty. 
We find our greatest source of inspiration in 
nature. It provides the most calming sanctuar-
ies the world can offer, and we are passionate 
about making every piece of design promote 
beauty and mindfulness, so you can create 
your own personal sanctuary.
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Learn more about the partnership and our collection at
www.bolia.com/steelcase




